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ABSTRACT 
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Degree programme:  International Business 

Instructor:   Anssi Tarkiainen 

 

The purpose of this research was to study the marketing of mobile applications. The 

main objective was to find out what are the most efficient ways of marketing to 

increase the sales for a mobile application within a highly competitive marketplace. 

The marketplaces, app stores, are studied from the perspective of size, ease of 

entry, competition and customers and their purchasing process. The study also 

includes research on what are some of the main marketing methods used in mobile 

app marketing in general. The study consists of two parts, theoretical and empirical 

research. Theoretical research was done by studying past scientific research on the 

chosen subjects. As the subject is very new, the research was also extended to other 

publications from the field of mobile technology. The empirical part was done through 

interviews and empirical experiments with a case-company, which were used to 

answer the main objective of this study.  

These experiments showed that the chosen methods of mobile app marketing, app 

store optimization, localization and selected social media marketing activities, 

created the most sales when used together. Positive results were seen also when the 

activities were conducted by themselves, but together they were able to push the 

case company to their all time best results. However the key to succeeding and 

hitting high positions in the app store rankings would most likely require creating a 

solid marketing strategy, trying out other marketing activities alongside the ones used 

here, without forgetting to stay on top of mobile technology trends.  
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Tämän kandidaatin tutkielman tavoite oli tutkia mobiilisovellusten markkinointia. 

Päätutkimuskysymyksen avulla oli tarkoitus selvittää, mitkä ovat kaikkein 

tehokkaimmat markkinoinnin keinot, joiden avulla yritys voi kasvattaa tuotteensa, eli 

tässä tapauksessa mobiilisovelluksen myyntiä erittäin kilpailluilla markkinoilla. 

Mobiilisovellusten markkinapaikkoja, niin sanotut sovelluskauppoja, tutkitaan niiden 

koon, markkinoille tulon helppouden, kilpailun sekä asiakkaiden ja heidän 

ostoprosessinsa kautta. Tässä työssä tutkittiin myös mitkä ovat ylipäänsä sellaisia 

markkinoinnin keinoja, joita mobiilisovellusten markkinoinnissa käytetään yleisesti. 

Tutkimus koostuu kahdesta osasta, teoriaosuudesta ja empiirisestä osasta. 

Teoreettista tutkimusta tehtiin tutkimalla aikaisempaa tieteellistä tutkimusta aiheesta. 

Mobiilisovellusten markkinointi on aiheena varsin uusi, minkä takia tutkimustietoa 

haettiin myös mobiiliteknologian alan muista julkaisuista. Empiirinen osuus tehtiin 

haastattelujen ja empiiristen kokeiden avulla case-yrityksen kanssa. Näillä pyrittiin 

vastaamaan tutkimuksen päätutkimuskysymykseen.  

Empiiriset kokeet osoittivat, että kokeisiin valitut markkinoinnin keinot, 

sovelluskauppaoptimointi, lokalisaatio sekä tietyt sosiaalisessa mediassa suoritetut 

markkinointitoimet, kasvattivat yrityksen tuotteen myyntiä parhaiten yhdessä. 

Positiivisia tuloksia saatiin myös kun näitä keinoja käytettiin erillään toisista, mutta 

yhdessä ne tuottivat yritykselle eniten voittoa ja parhaimpia tuloksia. Todellisen 

menestystarinan luominen mobiilisovellusmarkkinoilla näyttää kuitenkin vaativan 
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kunnollista markkinointistrategiaa, monien erilaisten markkinointikeinojen 

yhdistelemistä keskenään sekä mobiilialan trendien harjalla pysymistä.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays it seems like there’s a mobile app for almost everything. Whether it’s playing 

games, finding recipes to cook with, messaging with friends or even working out, it’s 

almost guaranteed that there’s an app for that. Even though apps have become a big 

part of our daily lives, there’s a relatively limited amount of scientific research conducted 

on them or their marketing.   

The market for mobile applications, or “mobile apps”, consists of selling computer 

software designed for mobile devices, such as smart phones and tablet computers. The 

industry is still fairly new and is considered to have started in 2008, when the first 

marketplaces were launched (Kim, Park, Kim & Lee, 2014). As of now, there are 

multiple platforms for buying apps and the most popular ones have been mobile 

operating system providers own stores, such as the Apple App Store, Google Play and 

Blackberry World. The field is highly competitive and for example the Apple App Store 

alone provides around 1,5 million apps as of July 2015 (The Statistics Portal, 2015a). 

This study includes a case company, Kutya Solutions, which was founded in early 2015. 

Kutya Solutions is a Finnish mobile technology start-up company, which launched their 

first product, Kutya Timer, in April 2015. Kutya Timer is an interval timer app designed to 

aid with timing fitness routines and exercises, such as HIIT and circuit type training. The 

product has a lot of unique features, but faces fierce competition from the hundreds of 

similar apps in the Apple App Store.  

 

1.1 Research Problems, Objectives and Limitations 
!

This study aims to answer one primary research question and two sub-questions, which 

will help with answering the main question and also give a broader view on the subject 

at hand.  
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The main research question is: 

”What are the most efficient marketing methods to increase the sales of a mobile 

application?” 

And the supporting sub-questions are: 

“What are the main characteristics of the mobile app market?” 

”What marketing methods can be used for mobile app marketing?” 

These sub-questions were created to understand the 

The emphasis in this study is on the product, the app, itself and rather than 

concentrating on creating a full marketing strategy or brand strategy for the company in 

question, the goal is to increase sales figures for a single app through various marketing 

activities. The aim of the research is to find the best ways of reaching as many potential 

customers as possible and thus promoting sales. The study is limited to a few marketing 

techniques that are commonly and specifically used in this particular field, and 

concentrates on apps in only one marketplace, Apple App Store.  

 

1.2 Literature Review 
!

Since the field of mobile apps is relatively new as a research subject, there is very 

limited scientific research done on the matter and it is focused more on how to use 

mobile apps as marketing tools, rather than studying the actual marketing of apps 

themselves. There are some marketing methods that very characteristic for mobile app 

marketing, but these haven’t been studied very broadly scientifically and most literature 

written about them can be found on technology and mobile technology related 

magazines. These however are not scientific publications. 
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1.3 Theoretical Framework 
!

The theoretical framework of this study is composed of theories on mobile app 

marketing, consumer buying behavior and competitive forces. Figure 1 illustrates the 

relationship between these theories in a simplified way. Through marketing activities, in 

this case social media marketing and mobile marketing, it’s possible to affect the buying 

behavior of consumers, and thus create sales for the company. Competitors shouldn’t 

be ruled out either, as they also influence the decision-making process of a buyer and 

especially in the context of this study, when the focus is on an extremely competitive 

market. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Theoretical Framework. 
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1.4 Research Methodology 
!

This research is conducted by using both qualitative and quantitative methods. The 

study is a case-study and its goal is to collect detailed information about the 

phenomenon at hand, mobile apps and possibilities that their marketing could bring up. 

(Laine, Bamberg & Jokinen, 2007) This study is conducted firstly through previous 

scientific research on the subjects, mobile app markets and mobile app marketing. 

These theories are examined as according to the sub research questions. 

The empirical part of the study has been made in two ways. Information about the case 

company, their marketing activities and current market situation was collected through a 

series of interviews with the case company’s founder and owner, which were conducted 

both face-to-face and through e-mail correspondence. Numerical data was collected 

through empirical marketing experiments that were meant to produce sales results for 

the company. This data was configured and studied through quantitative research 

methods.  

 

1.5 Structure of the Study 
!

The structure of the study is intended to follow a logical arrangement. The study begins 

with the introduction, which consists of representing the research problems at hand and 

the main objectives of the research. It also includes the theoretical framework of the 

study and introduces the key concepts that the research revolves around.  

In the following chapters 2 and 3 the theories behind study subject are represented to 

gain better understanding of the research problems. These include a closer look of the 

mobile app market and its characteristics as well as the methods that can be used in 

marketing mobile apps in general. Chapter 4 delves into the empirical research done for 

this study. It consists of introducing the case company and its product, and also the 

empirical experiments made for the study. 
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Chapter 5, conclusions, wraps up the research and represents the findings made during 

the study. It also discusses validity of the research, the generalization of the research 

results and possible future research subjects on this matter. 

 

1.6 Key Concepts 
!

The key concepts of this study include mobile apps, mobile marketing, search engine 

optimization and social media. These key concepts are relevant to the theories studied 

and research conducted in this study. 

Mobile App 

According to Wang, Liao and Yang (2013) and Techopedia (2015), a mobile application, 

or a mobile app, is “a software application that runs on a mobile device”, such as a 

smartphone or tablet computer, and “has an operating system that supports standalone 

software”. Kim et al. also (2014) define mobile apps as “software programs that can 

interrogate a web server and present users with formatted information”.  

Mobile Marketing 

Mobile marketing is the act of marketing on or through mobile devices, such as smart 

phones and tablet computers. Kaplan (2012, 130) defines mobile marketing as “any 

marketing activity conducted through a ubiquitous network to which consumers are 

constantly connected using a personal mobile device”. Some methods of mobile 

marketing are for example app-based marketing, mobile web marketing and QR codes.  

Search Engine Optimization 

Shih, Chen and Chen (2013) define search engine optimization, or SEO, as a “method 

for creating and altering a web page in an optimized fashion so that it will appear more 

relevant than other pages to the search engine. The concept of app store optimization 

(ASO), which is introduced in this study, is based on search engine optimization, and 

can be viewed as a special case of search engine optimization. 
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Social Media 

Nowadays, social media can be seen as one of the most important marketing channels, 

especially in the field of technology, since it connects consumers and companies in a 

more direct way. Social media is often described as different Internet-based 

applications, in which the end-users create the content (Kaplan & Haenlein 2010, 61). 

Carlsson (2010) also described it as “web-services where you can converse, read and 

share information”. The key concept within social media is user-created content.   

2 MOBILE APP MARKET 
!

This chapter investigates the mobile app market in general. It consists of introducing the 

marketplaces, mobile app stores, as well as the current state of the market. The study 

also takes a closer look at customers and delves into the buying-process of mobile 

applications. The main goal of this part is to answer the question ”what are the main 

characteristics of the mobile app market?”. 

 

2.1 Mobile App Stores 
 

With smartphones taking over traditional mobile phones, that offer mainly talking and 

text-messaging features, the mobile app market is an ever-growing one (Persaud & 

Azhar, 2012). Taylor and Levin (2014) define smartphones as “mobile phones with 

operating systems that offer Internet connectivity and allow the user to install apps or 

small-sized applications”. Most operating systems in smartphones come with built-in 

applications, such as apps for making calls, Internet browser apps and e-mail apps. In 

addition to this, they offer a chance to purchase additional apps. This can be done in the 

marketplaces within the operating systems, called app stores. (Kim et al., 2014). 

When it comes to device sales, the most common operating systems are Apple iOS for 

iPhones and iPads, the Blackberry OS for Blackberry devices and Google’s Android OS, 
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which comes in many phone manufacturer’s devices. Other operating systems include 

for example Windows Mobile OS, Symbian and Palm. (Taylor & Levin, 2014) According 

to research done by Persaud and Azhar (2012), as the prices for mobile data and 

internet connections are continuing to go down, the use of smartphones and thus the 

applications available in them is most likely going to rise. This has also worked the other 

way around: with the active growth of mobile app usage, the mobile industry has in turn 

been forced to improve the devices themselves, as well as data connections (Kim et al., 

2014). 

The current trend in mobile app stores is the open platform concept: anyone with the 

required amount of talent can create content and upload their app to the marketplace. 

The market is also open almost globally: an app developed anywhere in the world is 

available everywhere as well. (Kim et al. 2014) Some of the platforms, such as Apple 

App Store, do perform a review of the app before its actual release to the marketplace. 

This can be seen as a proactive effort to protect their customers and reduce the amount 

of harmful programs and viruses from spreading in the operating systems. (Apple Inc., 

2015) 

As the number of app developers and creators is so substantial, the amount of apps 

available in the market nowadays is increasing continuously. According to The Statistics 

Portal (2015), as of July 2015 the two leading app stores, Google Play and Apple App 

Store, have 1,6 million apps (Google) and 1,5 million apps (Apple) available in their 

stores. Even the next two, Windows Phone Store (340,000) and Blackberry World (130, 

000) hold an impressive number of apps. (Chart 1) 
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Figure 2. Number of apps available as of July 2015 (The Statistics Portal, 2015a) 
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apps are usually highly successful and often some of the most downloaded apps in the 

entire store. This could possible be the result of trust between the developer and the 

buyer: when a customer has already bought a device carrying this company’s software, 

it can seem logical to obtain other apps by the same company. 

Other companies are also present in the app store markets. Usually two kinds of 

companies can be identified: companies that have a strong focus on creating mobile 

apps only and companies to which mobile apps are a continuum to their product 

selection and who want to offer their product at the mobile market as well. For example, 

mobile games are good examples of apps that are usually created by companies that 

are almost exclusively in the business of mobile technology, software and applications. 

On the other hand, social media giants such as Facebook and YouTube have developed 

mobile apps to allow their users to reach their content anywhere they want. The apps 

themselves just aren’t their primary product. The key to the success of apps by well-

established companies is usually their high brand-recognition level as well as their vast 

resources to adapt to possible changes in customer needs and the market. 

The third segment of competitors in the app market is the independent (or indie) 

developers. Since most app stores are built within the open platform concept, any 

independent developer has a chance to build their own products and reach a global 

audience for them. Apps by indie developers can be found from pretty much any 

category of applications possible. The main advantage that the independent developers 

usually have is their agility; indie developers can make changes to their products and 

even strategy much more fluently than for example large corporations (Wilcox, 2014). 

2.1.1 Apple App Store 

 

The Apple App Store is an app marketplace created by Apple Inc. a technology 

company that designs and develops computers, mobile communication and media 

devices as well as software and cloud services for all of these. (Reuters, 2015) Apple 

launched their app store on July 10, 2008 and nowadays the marketplace offers 

applications for all of Apple’s iOS devices; iPhone, iPad and iPod Touch. It is considered 
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to be the first version of a modern App Store for smart mobile devices (Kim et al. 2014). 

The Apple App Store has always been based on the same concept: it offers Apple’s own 

apps and commercially developed apps by other companies, but it also allows its users 

to freely create their own apps, that are then published by Apple. (Kim et al., 2014)   

According to The Statistics Portal (2015b), as of summer 2015 over 100 billion apps 

have been downloaded from the App Store and the number is growing constantly. 

Although the Apple App Store is second to Google’s Play Store in downloads by users, 

according to Weiss (2015), it brings in the highest revenues all around the world. The 

most popular categories in the store as of September 2015 are games (22,21%), 

business (10,41%) and education apps (9,59%). This study takes a closer look at a 

fitness app, which take up 2,87 percent of all the apps. The figure might seem quite 

minor, but since there are estimated to be around 1,5 million apps in the whole store, the 

number of health and fitness apps is still quite high. (Statistics Portal 2015b). 

 

2.2 Customer Buying Behavior of Apps 
!

Since there seems to be millions of apps out there targeted for multiple different hobbies 

and activities, people seem to spend a lot more time with their smartphones. Persons 

phone can now reflect their personality, hobbies, work and even personal life just by the 

selection of applications they have on their mobile device. For example Kim et al. (2014) 

suggest, that app stores can be seen as opportunities for smartphone and tablet users 

to customize their mobile devices and make them feel more unique and personalized.  

The buying decision process of mobile apps follows the traditional five-stage model of 

buying. The five-stage model of the consumer buying process consists of five parts: 

need identification, information seeking, evaluation of alternatives, purchase decision, 

and lastly post-purchase evaluation (Figure 3). (Ferrel & Hartline, 2011) 
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Figure 3. Purchasing process of products / services. (Kotler, Keller, Brady, Goodman & 

Hansen, 2009, 247) 
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more time-consuming, rational and well thought-out. In these situations the buyer tends 

to try to find as much information as possible and is careful with moving from each step 

of the buying process to the next one. In low-involvement purchasing decisions the 

information seeking part is a lot more simple and brief, and decision might be made 

even quite impulsively. (Bruwer, Burrow, Chaumont, Li & Saliba, 2013)  

Mobile apps can also be divided into high-involvement and low-involvement products. 

There are several scenarios how a buyer finds information about app or the app itself at 

the marketplace. App stores feature loads of apps on their front pages, which include for 

example games, which are there to attract people efficiently and impulsively. These 

apps are practically made for low-involvement decisions: they don’t have a meaningful 

purpose; they are more for killing time and having fun. Then there are the apps that 

people look for specifically. These could include for example photo and video editing 

applications, which are quite expensive in the range of mobile app prices. These types 

of apps are more of an investment that is supposed to be used frequently. To find the 

best one, the potential buyer would most likely search a lot of information about these 

kinds of apps. 

The third phase of the buying decision process is evaluating the alternative choices. At 

this point the buyer has narrowed down their choices to a few and are ready to for 

preferences over certain products or brands, that hopefully will meet their needs in the 

best way possible. The evaluation criteria could include for example price, quality, 

design or packaging. (Kotler et al., 2009) For mobile apps the choices could for example 

be between a free app and a paid purchase. 

 

The fourth part is the actual purchase decision, which consists of five sub-decisions: 

brand, dealer, quantity, timing and payment method. Brand means the chosen company 

or brand whose product the buyer wants to purchase and when talking about dealer 

could for example be a certain store, with which the buyer wants to make the 

transaction. Quantity refers to the amount of product that the buyer is choosing to buy. 

Timing tells the date on which the purchase is going to be made and payment methods 

could be for example cash, credit or an invoice. (Kotler et al., 2009)  
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When it comes to the definite purchase decision of mobile apps, the most important 

aspect to decide on is the brand. Mobile devices usually support only one app store, 

which means that there can’t be any alternative decisions when it comes to the dealer. 

Most apps can also be downloaded only once, so the quantity stays the same in every 

purchase, unless the buyer has decided to purchase multiple apps of the same sort. 

Timing is also quite irrelevant in the mobile app purchasing process, since you can 

purchase almost anywhere and anytime because of their mobile nature. Payment 

methods are usually also standardized, and credit cards are the most common payment 

method offered by app stores.  

 

The post-purchase evaluation part includes the buyer’s thoughts, views and experiences 

with the product after the purchase. Kotler et al. (2009) described the levels of post-

purchase satisfaction as the “closeness between expectations and the product’s 

perceived performance”. A satisfied customer has most likely had their expectations met 

and needs filled while a dissatisfied customer is probably experiencing feelings of 

disappointment and possibly even regret for buying the product.  

 

For mobile apps, the most significant way a customer can show their satisfaction or 

dissatisfaction is my rating the product in the app store and / or writing a review. This 

lets the company know very quickly whether or not their app has succeeded and met the 

expectations of their customers. Another way of showing one’s satisfaction is simply 

using the app regularly. A dissatisfied customer might try the app once, but then never 

use it again or even delete it. 

3 MOBILE APP MARKETING 
 

This next part of the research consists of theories in mobile app marketing and it is 

limited to mobile marketing methods and social media marketing. This chapter 
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introduces one specific type of mobile marketing, app store marketing. In addition to this 

the chapter discusses social media marketing methods. 

 

3.1 App Store Marketing 
!

In the field of mobile app marketing, there are some methods and tools that have 

developed over time within the industry. The methods introduced here are all executed 

within the marketplace itself, in this case app stores. In this part, two of these methods 

are taken under closer look; app store optimization and localization. The focus on all of 

these is on the Apple App Store, since it is the relevant marketplace considering this 

case study. 

3.1.1 App Store Optimization 

 

App Store Optimization (ASO) is considered to the best way of gaining low-cost 

exposure for an app that could lead to more downloads and purchases and thus 

increases revenue. App Store Optimization includes several features that can be taken 

into consideration while creating a mobile marketing plan for an application. These 

elements include the app name, keywords, app description and icon, preview photos 

and videos, and also other factors, such as the number of downloads and ratings and 

reviews. The Apple App Store has a certain algorithm when it comes to ranking apps in 

the search, which revolves around all these elements, which is why focusing and fine-

tuning all these factors is very important, if a company wants to seek success in this 

market. (Chou, 2015) 

Chou (2015) considers keyword optimization to be the most important part of ASO, and 

it also includes finding the perfect app name. Optimizing the applications app store 

name and on the other hand the keywords are very much linked to each other. They 

both share a common goal: the words used in the name as well as the keywords 

determine how well a potential customer is going to find an app through the app store 
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search. Deciding these keywords can almost be considered an art form of its own: if the 

keywords are too common, tens or even hundreds of competing apps will show up on 

the search, but if they are too infrequently used, already by definition too few people are 

using them. As Chou (2015) suggests, one should look for “the highest search volume 

with the lowest competition”. Schick (2014) also mentions that ASO and keyword 

optimization shouldn’t be a one-time thing but rather a continuous process, where 

different elements are updated as seen fit. 

Keyword optimization can be seen as a specific form of search engine optimization 

since it has its own separate platform from the world of websites and “regular” search 

engines, such as Google or Yahoo. Search engine optimization, or SEO, is a marketing 

method for optimizing websites so that a search engine will rank the web page higher 

than other pages. Shih et al. (2013) define it as a process of boosting the visibility of a 

website in the search engines search results, that are usually based on some sort of an 

algorithm. SEO consists of very similar elements as app store optimization. At the root of 

both SEO and ASO is taking into consideration how the search engines in both cases 

form their algorithms, what subjects are people actually searching for and what type of 

words do they use to find those subjects. (Shih et al., 2013) 

In addition to keyword optimization, ASO also includes upgrading the app’s description 

and preview materials, such as photos and videos. According to Chou (2015), these do 

not have an effect on the search ranking of the app, but they are still important factors 

when selling the app to potential buyer, once they’ve found it from the search. Getting all 

the necessary information through to the potential customer in a visually appealing form 

is crucial to engage the buyer. Chou (2015) also mentions that the most important visual 

elements in the app store are the app icon and two first preview screenshot pictures. 

These are the only visual aspects of the app that show up in the search results and they 

should be treated as advertisements on their own.  

There are also some elements of ASO that an app developer cannot control directly. 

Chou (2015) calls these “off-site” factors, and they include the number of app downloads 

and app ratings and reviews. The only way that these elements can be affected is to 
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keep both the other ASO activities updated as well as updating the app itself to meet 

customer demands. 

 

3.1.2 Localization 

!

Localization is a form of app store marketing that can also be considered as a part of 

app store optimization. Localization can be done in multiple different levels, starting from 

translating marketing materials for the app all the way up to translating the app itself or 

creating new features in the app itself to meet demands in a certain area. It’s considered 

to be one of the most important app store marketing methods, since the marketplaces 

for apps are global. (Smartling, 2015) 

Probably the most commonly used version of localization is translating the app 

keywords and description into chosen languages. This can vastly broaden the amount of 

potential customers. At this stage it’s usually decided whether or not the app name is 

going to be translated as well. As the app’s name serves as keywords for the search, it 

should be considered whether the company would want all the keywords to be in the 

chosen language, or if either the name or the keywords could still featured in the app’s 

original language. The second option for localization is translating and localizing the 

marketing materials of the app. This would include preview photos and videos, social 

media posts, website or for example advertisements.  (Smartling, 2015) 

The most effort demanding method is translating the app itself to new languages or 

transforming it otherwise to fit a certain culture, country or language area. In this method 

all the aspects of the app that could be affected by the change in language or other 

cultural dimensions have to be taken into consideration. These include the visual 

resources, such as videos and images, external resources, such as website and other 

advertisement platforms, the app layout and the context of translating. (Smartling, 2015)  

According to Smartling (2015) one of the most important objectives to consider in any 

kind of localization activities is testing the actions or testing the app itself. Poorly done 
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translations or using cultural stereotypes in marketing materials can extremely harmful 

not only for the product, but the brand and the whole company. 

 

3.2 Social Media Marketing 
!

Social media has become the every norm for millions of people over the course of last 

ten years and it has changed the way people communicate and share information with 

each other (Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010; Kotler et al., 2009). Social media is very widely 

used in marketing activities and it fits especially well with mobile app marketing, 

because it Is also very much present in the mobile world of smartphones and tablet 

computers.  

3.2.1 What is Social Media? 
!

!Social media has been considered to be one of those concepts that simply don’t have 

an unambiguous definition. It’s a complicated and vast phenomenon that includes 

various different aspects in it. Kaplan and Haenlein (2010) defined social media as 

different Internet-based applications, in which the end-users create the content. Murthy 

(2013) had a very similar definition: he describes social media as easily available 

electronic tools that establish an opportunity for everyone to create and share 

information. The focal point of social media seems to be the user-created content and 

dialog between users. According to Grundén and Lagrosen (2013), social media has 

revolutionized ways of communication for both private and commercial use. 

Social media can be divided into multiple different services and technologies. These 

include for example blogs and microblogs (e.g. Blogger and Twitter) social networking 

sites (e.g. Facebook), multimedia services (e.g. YouTube and Instagram), social gaming 

networks (e.g. World of Warcraft), co-operation projects (e.g. Wikipedia) and virtual 

worlds (e.g. Second Life) Many social media platforms also combine various services 

together. (Kaplan, 2014).  
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As Kaplan (2012) explained, in the past few years, mobile technology has become a 

major part of social media. Through smartphones and tablet computers social media can 

now be used and utilized in real-time anywhere in the world.  

3.2.1 Social Media Marketing Methods 
!

According to Grunden and Lagrosen (2013), where as the more traditional marketing 

methods, such as television or newspaper advertising, are considered to be push 

communication, in which the creator of the message is the sender and potential 

customer is merely a receiver of this message, the new trend has recently seemed to be 

the replacement of this traditional view in favor of the pull communication method. Pull 

communication consists of dialog: two-way communication between the marketer and 

the customer. Social media marketing is one of the prime examples of this new way of 

marketing.  

Social media marketing can be defined as “the process of gaining attention through 

social media platforms” (Trattner & Kappe, 2013). The main goal in social media 

marketing is usually to create “buzz”, attention, and get possible customers to share the 

creators’ content in their own social networks. It is related traditional word-of-mouth 

marketing, a marketing method, which is used to influence communications between 

consumers (Grundén & Lagrosen, 2010) This study focuses on a few different social 

media platforms, which are Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.  

Facebook 

Facebook is one the biggest social media companies in the world. According to 

Hansson et al. (2013) people use Facebook more often for social and personal 

purposes, which present a lot of challenges but also possibilities for Facebook 

marketing. A lot of people can view Facebook as free-service network, but Lilley et al. 

(2012) have gathered, that people are still affected by companies advertising there.  

Hansson et al. point out that companies use Facebook usually to create dialogue and 

build relationships with their customers. When a company is able to establish a loyal 
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customer base, they help promote the company and its products by liking and 

commenting on the company’s page. Facebook is a great way of keeping customers in 

the know of what the company is doing currently and what it plans to do in the future. 

Facebook is also a way of collecting customer information, that can then be used again 

to create content suitable for the company’s desired audience.  

Facebook also allows companies to create sponsored ads to target a selected group of 

people. Though using Facebook as a company is otherwise free-of-charge, these ads 

are paid and the amount depends mainly on the size of the target group as well as the 

length of the advertising period.  

Instagram 

Instagram is a photo and video sharing platform that allows users to also edit the 

content they are about to post with filters and other photo editing tools.  According to 

Klie (2015), Instagram offers “an enormous consumer audience, that not only looks at 

photos and videos, but also takes and shares photos of their experiences with brands 

and products”. Because of the visual aspect of it, Instagram allows companies and 

brands to really highlight their products in a whole new way and also share customer 

experiences in a much more engaging way, that just written text. Klie (2015) says that It 

also makes it very easy for companies to participate and communicate with their 

customers.  

Twitter 

Twitter is a micro-blog service, which allows users to create 140 characters worth of text 

posts and share other content, such as videos, music and pictures. Twitter allows users 

to interact with each other through retweets, answers and hashtags. (Burton & 

Soboleva, 2011) Companies can user Twitter to stay in touch with their customers by 

announcing their products, reacting to current events and gain valuable customer 

information. Twitter also allows same kind of paid ad possibilities as Facebook. 
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4 EMPIRICAL RESEARCH 
!

The empirical part of this study introduces the case company Kutya Solutions and it’s 

product, Kutya Timer. The chapter discusses the company’s current situation with the 

app and their marketing activities to support it. After this there is a presentation of the 

empirical experiments that were conducted with an aim to answer the main research 

question.   

 

4.1 Case Company: Kutya Solutions 
!

Kutya Solutions is a Finnish mobile technology start-up company that was founded in 

March 2015 and is the result of an independent app designer’s vision to create the best 

interval timer on the market. The company currently offers one product, Kutya Timer, 

which is an iOS timer app that is designed especially for interval and circuit type training, 

but can be used as a helpful tool for basically any kind of exercising. The inspiration for 

the product came from the founder’s own frustration with similar apps that weren’t quite 

as refined and well thought-out. The first version of Kutya Timer was released in April 

2015, but was considered more of a proof-of-concept release. Since then, 3 other 

versions have been released, and the current 2.02 version is the one to be examined in 

this study. Kutya Timer is currently only available in the Apple App Store for both iPhone 

and iPad. The app is sold globally within the marketplace and is priced a 0.99 euros or 

0.99 dollars, depending on the country. As of now, Kutya Solutions hasn’t made 

decisions about entering new marketplaces or making versions fit for other mobile 

operating systems. (Kutya Solutions, 2015) 

Kutya Timer as product is one amongst hundreds of similar apps, but it still has some 

unique features that differentiate it from its competition. As opposed to any other timer 

app in the market currently, in Kutya Timer virtually any workout with its timings and 

exercises can be defined within the app by just typing it into the app as plain text. This 
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adds a significant amount of easiness and flexibility to using the app. (Kutya Solutions, 

2015) 

The main issue the app is facing at the moment is the risk of being “buried” in the App 

Store. This would mean that the app’s search ranking would drop so low, that no 

potential customer would find it. The app faces serious competition from hundreds of 

similar apps, and there are even some competitors that have over a million downloads. 

Kutya Timer’s sales figures vary between 0 to 3 units per day, which makes it only a 

small player in the game (Figure 4). The conversion rate of customers who viewed the 

app in the app store to buying customers has for a while now stayed around eight to 

nine percent (Figure 5). However, the app has gotten great reviews from people who are 

already using it and has been described as “the best HIIT timer app ever”. With a huge 

target group of basically everyone that works out and owns an iOS device, the app has 

massive potential to grow and reach a breakthrough. (Kutya Solutions, 2015) 

 

Figure 4. Example of global app sales for a two-week period. (Kutya Solutions, 2015) 
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Month& App&Store&Views& App&Units&Sold& Conversion&Rate&
August! 341! 28! 8!%!
September! 244! 23! 9!%!
October! 265! 25! 9!%!
 

Figure 5. Conversion rate of customers for August, September and October 2015. 

(Kutya Solutions, (2015) 

 

4.1.1 Current State of Marketing 

!

Being a small start-up company, Kutya Solutions can’t afford a major marketing budget 

for their product. They also operate in a highly competitive and global marketplace, the 

Apple App Store. The developer of the app has thus far used only social media, mainly 

Twitter and Instagram, and the app website for marketing and reaching potential buyers. 

Also some key word optimization activities have been tried. Although the app’s sales 

numbers are low, the company has found visible evidence that without any active 

marketing the sales will drop to zero and vice versa – being active on Twitter and 

Instagram has resulted in minor sales instead of nothing at all. This however hasn’t 

proved to be sufficient enough as the company is determined to gain popularity for the 

app and make it successful. Having financial restrictions to their marketing activities 

means that the company has to be creative with their actions. 

4.2 Empirical experiments 
 

To study the main research question more profoundly, a series of empirical marketing 

experiments were made in the fall of 2015. These trials were done to gain better 

understanding of which methods are the most useful for the company to increase the 

sales of the app in question. Three experiments were executed and they included the 

following marketing methods: app store optimization, localization and social media 

marketing. The main focus of the experiments was optimizing elements of the app’s 
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presence in the app store, but social media marketing was also taken into consideration, 

as it was acknowledged in the previous chapter, that it is one of those marketing 

concepts that companies shouldn’t these days ignore. The experiments were conducted 

in a specific order: first experiment consisted of social media marketing activities, the 

second experiment included app store optimization and localization methods and the 

third combined all three activities. 

 

4.2.1 Social Media Marketing 

!

Kutya Solutions has been relatively active in different social media platforms ever since 

the app was launched. The company uses Instagram and Twitter as their main social 

media engagement tools, but owns a Snapchat account as well. They haven’t engaged 

in other channels, such as Facebook or YouTube, but plans had been made to at least 

create a Facebook account to support the use of current social media platforms.  

In this experiment the task was to create social media posts for the current main 

platforms, Instagram and Twitter, that would attract a lot of attention and thus lead 

people to learn more about the app, find it from the App Store and eventually purchase 

and download it. A Facebook page was also created for the app itself and the plan was 

to gain customers by spreading the word on the platform for everyone on our personal 

friend lists as well as creating small, inexpensive adverts for a selected target group. 

Getting noticed and gaining a following on both Instagram and Twitter is based vastly on 

selecting the right hashtags while creating interesting content to go with it. As every post 

on these platforms can be considered to be a advertisement on it’s own, the idea was to 

give examples of how people could utilize the app on their own. This included creating 

pre-made workout routines, screenshots of the app in use, pictures from gym facilities of 

people using the app as well as creating short, 15-second videos of example workout 

moves (Picture 1).  
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Picture 1. Example of an Instagram post for Kutya Timer. (Kutya Solutions, 2015) 

 

Most of the posts were social media were created using Instagram or the company’s 

website, and then sharing these posts to the other platforms. This proved to be the most 

effective and easiest way of creating posts that would work on multiple platforms. Using 

the full amount of hashtags that is allowed on these platforms was an obvious decision: 

the hashtags were chosen on the basis of researching how other fitness-related social 

media accounts and similar app providers tag their posts, as well as creating an entirely 

own hashtag specifically for the product. This was 

#unique_way_to_create_custom_timers. It can be found on all of the posts made for 

both Instagram and Twitter. With the posts made during the trial period, there was an 

increase in likes on Instagram. On Twitter, there wasn’t a noticeable difference, which 

lead to the questioning of whether or not Twitter is the best place to promote a product 

like Kutya Timer. 

Although Facebook has a tagging possibility, finding information on Facebook doesn’t 

primarily consists of using the hashtag search. Facebook offers business owners to 

create sponsored ads that then appear in the selected target group’s personal news 

feed. The chosen target group for these ads people, who had assigned their location as 

United States, that are interested in for example physical exercise, iPhones, interval 
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training and working out, within the age group of 30-45-year-olds. United States is one 

of the biggest markets for iOS-based apps, which is why it was as one of the 

demographic characteristic for the target group. These ads generated some likes for the 

posts themselves, but didn’t seemed to attract attention to liking the Facebook page 

itself. 

As seen in Figure 6, the sales of the app fluctuated between zero and three. The small 

sales peaks were found to match the dates of several social media posts on Twitter and 

Instagram. Even though the daily sales figures did not climb higher than three during this 

period, the frequency of zero-sales days was lower and the amount of good sales days 

was increased, as opposed to Figure 4. Compared to Figure 4, which consisted of a 

two-week period as well, the number of sales increased from 8 to 19. The conversion 

rate for this time period was 13%, with 152 app store views and the previously 

mentioned 19 units sold. This was clear improvement to the previous months.  

 

Figure 6. Global sales during the social media marketing experiment. (Kutya Solutions, 

2015) 

 

Although being active on social media produced some results, they weren’t as good as 

expected. The main issue that was discovered during this experiment was that although 
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the company and the app were gaining likes, retweets and followers on all of the 

different social media platforms, it was still very difficult to translate these into buying 

customers. Creating and establishing a presence and following on social media in itself 

is very tricky and time-consuming, which is probably why this method did not work as 

well on it’s own as was hoped. With the limited time frame of the study and also limited 

financial resources, the task of reaching as many potential customers as possible on 

social media proved to be less effective on its own. 

 

4.2.2. App Store Optimization and Localization 

!

The ultimate goal of app store optimization is to gain a better search ranking for the app. 

This first experiment consisted of optimizing certain elements of the app’s presence in 

the app store. These chosen elements included app preview pictures, keywords and app 

name. These elements can only be modified when a new version of the app is uploaded 

to the app store, so version 2.03 was introduced to the market to implement the 

updates. To separate this experiment from the first one, social media activities were 

toned down. 

When it comes to the app store marketing materials, the first app preview pictures were 

changed, so that they provide more information to the potential customers but are also 

visually pleasing, so that they attract people to view more. The description was also 

changed into offering a more detailed and comprehensive information package about all 

the key features that the app has to offer.  

Keyword optimization is based on finding the right keywords and the right app name to 

maximize the chances of potential customers finding the app from the App Store 

amongst the hundreds of similar applications. The process of finding a certain app in the 

App Store comes down to the search: the goal is to find out what words are potential 

customers using to find apps from this area of interest and use those as the apps inner 

keywords and include some of them in the app name as well. Apple App Store allows 

creators to include keywords up to a 100 characters, which also includes the commas 
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used to separate the words from each other (Chou, 2015). The name is also included in 

the search as keywords and is limited to 255 characters, including commas (Kimura, 

2014). 

The research for finding the most effective keywords was conducted by combining two 

methods. The first was manual searching done in the app store, searching for the one’s 

that weren’t overflown with competition and the one’s that the app was already ranking 

high with. The second method was using a app analytics website AppAnnie, which 

allows app developers to find out what keywords are being searched the most and how 

their own app is ranked in the search with those keywords. This way it was possible to 

find which keywords were already working, which weren’t and which seemed to be 

working for the competitors. 

Eventually five keywords stood out as non-effective (Figure 4), and they were 

exchanged to new words, that seemed to match the description of having “not too much 

competition, but enough attraction”. 
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Keywords&for&version&2.02& Keywords&for&version&2.03&

workout! workout!

wod! wod!

amrap!>>! exercise&

fight! fight!

custom! custom!

garage!>>! minute&

home! home!

hotel!>>! app&

beginner!>>! crossfit&

cardio! cardio!

strength! strength!

calisthenics!>>! kettlebells&

clock! clock!

watch! watch!

7! 7!

 

Figure 7. Keyword changes. (Kutya Solutions, 2015) 

 

Using methods of localization was a logical continuum for the app store optimization 

experiment. The idea was to translate the descriptive text of the app in different 

languages, for different countries’ App Store’s. The main goal was to see, if localizing 

the app store marketing material and keywords would help the app gain sales from the 

selected countries.  

The app description and the keywords are already available in both Finnish (the Finnish 

App Store) and English (all other App Stores), so with the new translations it would be 

possible to target other, large language areas. The chosen languages were German, 

Spanish and Russian. In addition to the app description, the app’s keywords were also 
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translated into the chosen languages. The translations were made with the help of 

native speakers of the languages. This test was limited to compliment the before 

mentioned app store optimization activities, as it was determined that translating the 

entire app or for example the company’s website to several new languages would take 

too much time when it comes to this experiment and the time frame of the study. 

The results for this experiment were a slight improvement to the previous one. As figure 

7 shows, the amount of zero-sales days was again less than on the previous time 

period. Units sold per day also peaked a new record of 4 units sold. The total amount of 

sales for the time of the experiment was 22, which again showed a slight improvement. 

App store views grew 225, but since the sales growth wasn’t on the same level, the 

conversion rate dropped to 10 percent. That is still a slight improvement to the original 

circumstances. 

 

 

Figure 8. Global sales during the ASO and localization experiment. (Kutya Solutions, 

2015) 

Although there was improvement overall the statistics, by this point there wasn’t any 

visible success in the chosen countries for the localization process: no sales were made 

in Germany, Russia or Spain. This could mean that the chosen keywords were not 
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suitable for these countries. Despite this, the keyword changes and other activities 

seemed to work the English speaking countries as well as Finland, since most of the 

sales for this period were made in the US, the UK and Finland, respectively. Another 

thing that has to be taken into consideration is that although the social media activities 

were brought to a lesser extent, it was very possible that people have found social 

media posts made earlier and have found out about the app that way.  

4.2.3. Combining Methods 
!

For the last experiment the idea was to combine the methods used in the first two tests. 

This meant that the social media activities were brought to the same level or even more 

aggressive and active, than what was featured in the first experiment. The app store 

optimization and localization actions remained the same as in their own experiment, 

since it would have required another version of the app again to change them. 

Combining the two methods proved to be the most effective way of increasing sales 

(Figure 8). The amount of units sold during this trial period was 25, which was higher 

than in the previous experiments. The consistency of sales has been improving 

throughout these experiments and again the amount of zero-sales days was only three. 

The maximum units sold on one day was again, but during this time period there two 

days with that amount. The conversion rate stayed higher than the original figures: with 

225 app store views and 25 units sold, the rate was at 11 percent. What is also 

noticeable was that during this trial, the app sold four units in Germany, which was one 

of the chosen countries for localization actions. There still no sales in the other two 

countries.  
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Figure 9. Global sales during the combination experiment. (Kutya Solutions, 2015) 

Overall the results can be viewed as positive. Even though the sales did not improve 

dramatically, the results show that these marketing activities do serve a purpose. Sales 

increased with every experiment made and company made its personal sales record for 

units sold per day. What can also be noted is that during this experiment the app 

managed to reach a top three position in Finland in its own category, Health & Fitness 

apps, for a brief period of time. According to the app’s developer, the app also received 

several positive reviews and ratings from customers and no negative ones, which shows 

that once potential buyers have found and downloaded the app, they have enjoyed 

using it.  

5 CONCLUSIONS 
!

This study examined some of the possible ways of marketing mobile apps and 

increasing their sales. The field of mobile technology and software is one of most 

dynamic and growing fields of business at the moment. Mobile technology is constantly 

evolving and consumers are demanding and expecting quality products that can hold up 

to the everyday tasks of life. Marketing mobile apps or other mobile technology related 

products could therefore be difficult, time-consuming and resource demanding. 
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The first sub-question was “What are the main characteristics of the mobile app 

market?”. Based on the findings on the theory part of this study, the mobile app market 

can be viewed as a very competitive marketplace. It is open globally and almost anyone 

can enter the market. Success is often linked with high resources and significant brand 

presence, but the open-platform concept of most app stores today gives an opportunity 

for indie developers to succeed in creating popular apps, that can produce a heavy cash 

flow. The market divides into high-involvement and low-involvement products, which 

means that is very important for companies to figure out which category their app 

belongs to and what kind of a processes do their customers go through while finding the 

app. Learning about the buying process pattern can help companies make decisions 

about their marketing activities as well; different kinds of products in different categories 

require different actions. 

The second sub-questions was ”What marketing methods can be used for mobile app 

marketing?”. The fierce competition creates a situation where apps need to stand out 

not just with their content, but also with all other aspects of the apps visual and textual 

presence in the marketplace, their marketing materials, social media accounts and other 

websites. Choosing the right social media platforms to work in, creating the right kind of 

content and engaging your followers and other potential customers is one of the key 

points in the field of mobile app marketing. On the other hand, actions within the 

marketplace, such as figuring out the right balance of simple, popular and unique 

keywords to make sure that every potential buyer finds their way to your product, is just 

as crucial. If English-speaking territories are not your main focus target group, 

localization activities can be the key to success.   

The main research question was ”What are the most efficient marketing methods to 

increase the sales of a mobile application?”. The methods introduced in the theory part 

of the study, app store optimization, localization and social media marketing, proved to 

be successful. The case product that was examined in this study is still fairly new and 

the company behind it is only at its beginnings as well, but positive results were still 

made. Each method created minor improvements in sales and success on their own, but 

the most successful action seemed to be combining all the methods together. The least 
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effective method proved to be localization: the actions made were targeted to gain sales 

activity in the chosen countries, but sales were only made in one of the countries, 

Germany, with four units sold. This is still a big improvement for a company this size, 

with only one product and no massive resources, especially since the product clearly 

reached buyers from large countries, such as the US and the UK. Localization in itself is 

a major project, consuming a lot of time, effort and money. If the company wishes to 

gain sales from non-English speaking countries, more research needs to be done in 

order to gain information on the actual need of fitness products like this in selected 

areas and language groups. Also translating the entire app to another language could 

be a good solution in this case, if the company has the resources to do so. 

One thing that stood out during the experiments made was that though the goal of this 

study was not to create a full marketing strategy or brand strategy, creating them would 

be a good move for the company. Apps from different categories can’t necessarily utilize 

the same marketing methods, so generalization of the results to every app in the market 

might not be possible. Since the product in questions is targeted to almost everyone, 

marketing becomes difficult, since the aim is to please such a major group of people 

from all over the world from different countries. Weiss (2015) interviewed Danielle 

Levitas, senior vice president of research at AppAnnie, one of the leading app statistics 

providers, and it was mentioned that since Apple offers products in only a certain price 

point, compared to Android products for example, not everyone can afford Apple 

products and thus wouldn’t be able to purchase the app in this study. This might be 

something that could be taken into consideration when making future decisions.  

The possibilities for marketing mobile apps are very vast and there are new methods 

created all the time. This subject has not been studied almost at all. In this research only 

a few marketing methods were brought to light and there are various other methods and 

activities that could be studied in addition, for example using blogs or sponsorships with 

athletes and other influential people as marketing methods. Further research with a 

longer research period would also be interesting to do, since it would create much vaster 

data and would give the researcher more time to plan, prepare and conduct the 
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experiments. It would also allow the researcher to study the way social media presence 

and following is created in a larger scale.   
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